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(CSE 429LR) Prof Miller is clearly an expert on the material. His textbook was very well written and easy to
understand, and it's the first textbook I don't regret spending money on.

(CSE 429LR) Literally everything, including lecture notes and lectures.

Question: Course element found effective

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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(CSE 429LR) Very nice professor.Miller, Russ

(CSE 429LR) GoodMiller, Russ

(CSE 429LR) I thoroughly enjoyed lectures and always felt I learned something valuable. He did a great job in
structuring the material to build on top of itself and show the applications of what we recently learned. Prof Miller's
years of teaching this course really shows in how refined and organized it was.

Miller, Russ

(CSE 429LR) Really good for a grad-level course. I had him for CSE 191, and I didn't love his teaching of the class,
but for 4/529 he's actually one of my favorites.

Miller, Russ

(CSE 429LR) He was really enthusiastic, and was very clear and understandable in teaching the materials.Miller, Russ

Question: Effective teaching

(CSE 429LR) nada

(CSE 429LR) Use 3D model hologram to explain architecture

(CSE 429LR) maybe give us more sample answers it's sometimes hard to study

(CSE 429LR) Recitations felt kind of useless sometimes and attendance was taken, but not graded, so you felt
obligated to go. I skipped them pretty often and did very well in the class, so I feel like that pressure of attendance
was unnecessary.

(CSE 429LR) It would be more helpful, if the professor could upload solutions for previous exams as well. I know
TAs are available, but I just can't check the answer for every single question with them.

Question: Course improvements

(CSE 429LR) TA was amazing.. !! very well put together course ..

(CSE 429LR) Good

(CSE 429LR) really good lectures. as an undergrad recitations actually helped a lot too, the TA is fantastic
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